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To all whom it may concern
Be it known that I, HARRISON D. Mic
FADDIN, a citizen of the United States, re
siding in East Orange, county of Essex, and
5 State of New Jersey, have invented a cer
tain new and useful Portable Lamp, of
which the following is a specification.
This invention is an improvement in
lamps, more particularly portable electric
0. lamps, and the objects of the invention are
to simplify the construction of the lamps of
this type now in use, to increase their effi
ciency, and to extend their sphere of use
fulness.
With the foregoing objects in view, the
invention embodies certain improved fea
tures of construction, among which may be
particularly mentioned clamping mechanism
for detachably securing a lamp to the arm
20 of a chair, bed-post, or other support; an
improved shade-holder which permits of the
shade being readily tilted or adjusted as de
sired, and improved means for securing the
shade to the holder, which means also serves
25 as a ventilating member.
Features of the invention, other than
those specified, will be apparent from the
hereinafter detailed description taken in

conjunction with the accompanying draw
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In the accompanying drawings, I have
illustrated one practical embodiment of the
present invention, but the construction
shown therein is to be understood as illus
trative, only, and not as defining the limits
of the invention.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a portable
lamp embodying the present invention, cer
tain portions of the lamp being shown in
section, in the interest of clearness.
Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the upper por
tion of the lamp, showing the shade tilted
out of its normally upright position, and
Fig. 3 is an underneath plan view of the
base of the lamp.
Referring to the drawings, A designates
a lamp socket of any common, well-known
type, which is supported upon a base B,
through the medium of an intermediate
clamping member C. The clamping mem
ber C is in the form of a divided sphere,
one portion c of which is secured to the
lamp socket, the other portion o' being pro
vided with a depending stem c. The parts
are maintained in proper position by a bolt

o, with which a wing nut c' is adapted to

coöperate. When nut 6 is loosened, the
lamp socket A is pivotally movable into any
desired angular relation relative to the base
of the lamp, but, when the nut c is tight
ened, the parts c and c' are forced together,
and the friction therebetween suffices to
maintain the lamp in the position desired.
The improved form of base B, shown
in Figs. 1 and 3 of the drawings, embodies
a core member D, which is shown in the
form of a casting, the same lending suffi
cient weight to the base to give the lamp
stability. In order to increase the esthetic
appearance of the base, the same is pro
vided with an outside shell E, of ornamen
tal shape or design and so proportioned rel
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ative to the core member that the latter
fits within the ornamental shell and is con

cealed from view thereby. The core mem
ber D is provided with an upwardly ex
tending, threaded stem d, onto which is
adapted to be screwed the internally thread
ed, depending stem c' of the clamping mem
ber C, and the upper edge of the ornamental
shell is so proportioned that the threaded
portion of the plurg 6 will enter the open
upper end of shell E to engage with stem d
of the core. Furthermore, stem c' is pro
vided with a shoulder c, whereby, when
said stem is screwed down tightly upon stem
d of the core, shoulder a will engage with
the upper edge of shell E, thereby clamp
ing said shell between the lower portion
of the core and the shoulder c' of the clamp
ing member. Thus, when the parts are as
sembled as described, the core and its orna
mental shell will be rigidly locked together
in a simple and efficient manner.
As heretofore stated, one of the salient
objects of the present invention is the pro
duction of a lamp provided with improved
means whereby the same may be positioned
upon a bed-post, chair, or other support,
where the base of the lamp would occupy a
position other than with its axis vertical.
With this end in view, the central portion
at the base of the core member D is cut out
to allow of the reception of a clamping mem
ber within the base of the lamp in its inop
erative position. This clamping member is
shown in the drawings in the form of a sub
stantially U-shaped member F formed of
bent wire f, the opposite ends of which are
bent to form eyes f', through which a pivot
pin f' may be passed. Pivot pin f' is fixedly
secured to the core member at its opposite
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ends and bridges across a cut-out portion d'
in said core member. The base of the lamp
is shown in the drawings as circular and, in
a circular base, the pivot pin would have the

that the clamping member is, furthermore,

of such length that, when in engagement
With a supporting member of average thick
ness, or in substantially that position shown
Same relation to the circumference as a in dotted lines in Fig. 1, the clamping action 70
chord.
transmitted through the free end of the
Being thus pivoted on the pin f', the U clamping member will be at the opposite

shaped clamping member F is adapted for side of the medial line of the lamp from that
pivotal movement into the recess of the base, side where the force or tension is applied.
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or may, if desired, be rotated to a position
exterior thereof. It is normally impelled
into concealed position by means of a helical
Spring G, which is coiled around the pivot
pin f'. One end of spring G is extended at a
substantially right angle to the pivot pin
and is provided with a hook 9 adapted to
engage with the under side of clamping
member F, whereas the opposite end g' of
said spring projects into engagement with a
portion of the core D. When in position,
the spring is under tension and thus serves
to normally maintain the clamping member
F in the recess of the base. It will be mani
fest, however, that said clamping member
may be moved to a position external of the
base, against the tension of spring G.
In utilizing the means described for se
curing the base of the lamp in rigid position
upon any supporting medium, such, e.g., as
the arm of a chair, the U-shaped clamping
member F is moved against the tension of
spring G to a position exterior of the base of
the lamp, as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1,
and to such extent that the free end of said
member is of a distance equal to, or greater
than, the thickness of the arm of the chair.
The lamp is then manipulated to bring the
arm of the chair intermediate the base of
said lamp and the free end of the clamping
member, whereupon the clamping member is
released, at which time the spring G will op
erate to tightly clamp the arm of the chair
between the base of the lamp and the clamp
ing member F. To preclude the scratching
or marring of a polished surface by the
clamping member F, the wire g which forms
said member is preferably provided with a
rubber or felt covering f. This covering in

Consequently, the lamp cannot creep under 75
the action of the spring and, once the lamp
is in position, it will be securely locked in
Such position, against inadvertent displace
ment, until manually removed. The up
turned end of clamping member F also 30
adapts the same for more efficient engage
ment with a supporting member having a
curved surface, in which instance said clamp
ing member would embrace said surface at

aprecluded
plurality of points, and slipping would be 85
In a portable lamp of the class described,
it is particularly advisable to provide a
shade which will be adjustable, so that, when
the lamp socket and electric bulb mounted 90
therein are tilted in angular relation to the
base of the lamp, said shade may be corre
Spondingly manipulated to direct the rays
of light as desired. Accordingly, I have
illustrated in the drawings means for bring 95
ing about this result, which means are of an
, improved character, simple in construction,
and highly efficient in operation.
Mounted upon the upper portion of the
lamp socket A is a ring H, which is secured 100
to the Socket by means of a spring ring h,
so as to be rigidly secured thereon. Po.
sitioned at points diametrically opposite one
another,
on the exterior
of thediverging
ring H, supis a 105
pair of upwardly
extending,
porting brackets I of equal length, the up
Ward ends of which are shaped to form eyes.
With each of these eyes coöperate similarly
formed members, positioned at the lower
ends of a pair of complementary carrier 10
arms , which converge upwardly. Carrier
arms J are piyotally secured to the support
ing brackets I by means of a rivet i passing

through the eyelets on one carrier arm and
sures a better frictional grip of said clamp one
Supporting bracket, and a threaded bolt 1.5

ing member.
In order to insure the proper engagement,
of the clamping member with the corre
sponding face of the arm of the chair and to
preclude creeping of the lamp, a portion of
the U-shaped member is provided with an

upward turn near its free end, so that, in
side elevation, the clamping member appears
in the form of a hook. Thus, when the lamp
is positioned upon any suitable support, as
described, the clamping member will not en
gage throughout its entire extent with the
corresponding face of said supporting mem
ber, but will only engage said supporting
member at its free end. It will be noted,

from the drawings and particularly Fig. 1,

8 passing through the eyelets of the other
carrier arm and other supporting bracket.
A wing nut i coöperates with the bolt
to lock its respective arm J against pivotal
movement. The upper ends of the carrier 120
arms J are riveted or otherwise secured to a
carrier member K, the upper end of which
is closed, except for ventilating openings
hereinafter to be described, and at its center
is provided with an aperture into which is 125
adapted to be screwed the stem l of a cap L.
Carrier member. K tapers upwardly, and
the exterior tapering face thereof forms a
Seat for a packing ring m, of asbestos or
other Sesia, material. This packing ring 30

3,262,984.

serves as a seat, for the inturned flange m' various environments. I do ot, therefore,
at the upper edge of a shade M. When the restrict myself to the precise construction
flange in of the shade is seated upon the illustrated, but consider the invention as
packing ring m, which is precluded from broadly novel as is commensurate with the

5 slipping down by the tapering of the car
rier member K, said shade may be locked
against movement in the opposite direction
by Screwing the stem l of cap L into the
threaded aperture of said carrier member,
20 which operation will cause the lower edge
of the cap to engage with the flared side of
the shade. Thus, the shade is rigidly se
cured to the carrier member K.
It is desirable to provide suitable ven
5 tilation at the upper portion of the shade,
whereby the air within the shade, when
heated by the bulb, may pass out through
the top of said shade, and, accordingly, i.
provide a plurality of apertures in in the
20 carrier member K and correspondingly po
sitioned apertures n' in the cap L. These
apertures are of comparatively small size
and, accordingly, it will require but a slight
turn of the cap L to bring the apertures in
25 the cap into alinement with the apertures
in the carrier member, or to shift said
apertures out of allinement, as desired. This
slight rotation of the cap L is of such small
degree as not to affect the function of the
30 cap in locking the shade in place. When
the apertures in the carrier member are in
alinement with the apertures in the cap,
the heated air within the shade may pass
through said apertures, and excess heating
35 of the parts is obviated.
It will be noted that the supporting
brackets I are of such length as to extend
well up into the shade, so that the operating
parts of the shade adjusting mechanism
40 are concealed from view. This renders the
construction more pleasing in appearance
and, at the same time, leaves the exterior of
the shade free and unobstructed, thereby al
lowing of its polishing, cleaning or dusting,
45 without the polishing medium coming into
contact with projecting parts.
It will, of course, be understood that the
loosening of the wing nut allows of the
pivotal movement of the shade, but that
50 said shade may be locked in any desired
osition by the tightening of said wing nut.
The wiring for the bulb N may be led
thereto in any suitable manner, forming no
part of the present invention, and, there
55 fore, I have not considered it necessary to
illustrate the same.
It will be manifest, from the foregoing
description, that the present invention em
bodies a lamp which is highly esthetic in
60 appearance, simple in construction, easy to
manipulate, and of a minimum number of
parts. The construction illustrated in the
drawings is that which I prefer to employ,

appended claims.
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Having thus fully described the inven
tion, what I claim as new and desire to se
cure by Letters Patent is:1. In a lamp, the combination of a
chambered base, a rigid frame positioned 75
within and secured to said base, a pivot pin,
a bail pivotally mounted thereon, and a
spring coiled around the pivot pin and co
operating with the bail and with the rigid 8
frame for normally impelling the bail into
a position interiorly of the chambered base,
said bail being adapted to be withdrawn
from the base against the tension of the
spring for the purpose of clamping a Sup 35
port between the bail and the rigid frame,
the bail being of such length as to extend
beyond the center of the base and belt

longitudinally whereby only its free end
engages with the support and creeping of
the lamp on the support is precluded.
2. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
tal having a chambered base, a pivoted rigid
U-shaped clamping member housed within
the chamber of the base, and a spring sep
arate from said clamping member but, co
operating therewith for normally impelling

it into concealed position within the cham
3. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
tal having a chambered base, a rigid core
within said base, and a pivoted, spring-actu
ated clamping member mounted on the rigid
core and normally concealed within the
chamber of the base.
4. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
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bered base.

tal having a chambered base, a substantially
rigid frame positioned within, and secured
to, said base, and a rigid, spring-actuated
clamping member on said frame.
5. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
tal having a chambered base, a rigid core
therein, a pivoted clamping member secured
to said core, and a spring coöperating with
the pivot of said clamping member and op
erating to normally position the clamp in
concealed position within the chamber of the
base, said clamping member being adapted to
be moved to a position exterior of the base,
against the tension of the spring, for the
purpose of engaging a support.
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6. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
talhaying a chambered base, a substantially
rigid frame positioned within, and secured
to, said base, and a spring-actuated, substan
tially U-shaped clamping member positioned

25

7. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
tal having a chambered base, a substantially
although minor changes may be made, from rigid frame positioned within, and secured
35 time to time, in adapting the invention to its to, said base, a clamping member pivoted on

30

within the chamber of the base.

té,
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said frame near the outer edge of said base
and extending across the major portion of
the base, and a spring coöperating with said
clamping member for normally maintaining
the same within the chamber of the base, said
clamping member having a bent-up end

whereby the clamping member is adapted to
She withdrawn from the chamber of the
0. Se.
8. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
tal having a chambered base, a pivot pin
fixedly secured within the base so as to ex
tend across a portion of the chamber therein
5 and near the outer edge of the base, a rigid
U-shaped clamping member pivotally mount
ed on said pivot pin, and a spring coiled
around said pivot pin, one end of which
spring engages with the clamping member
20 and the other end of the spring being in
engage with a support at its free end only

25

engagement with a rigid portion of the base,
whereby the clamping member is normally
Rios Within the chamber of the base
utis adapted to be withdrawn therefrom,
against the tension of the spring, for the
purpose of engaging a support.

9. In a lamp, the combination of a pedes
tal having a chambered base, a pivot pin
fixedly secured within the base so as to ex
tend across a portion of the chamber therein

30

and near the outer edge of the base, a rigid
U-shaped clamping member pivotally mount
ed on said pivot pin, and a spring coiled
around said pivot pin, one end of which
spring engages with the clamping member 35
and the other end of the spring being in en
gagement with a rigid portion of the base,
whereby the clamping member is normally
Rio within the chamber of the base
ut is adapted to be withdrawn therefrom, 40
against the tension of the spring, for the
purpose of engaging a support, said clamp
ing member being curved near its free end
so as to engage with the support at its free
45
end only.
In testimony whereof I have signed my.
name to this specification in the presence of
two subscribing witnesses.
HARRISON D. MCFADO.N.
Witnesses:

CoRNELIUs ZABRISKIE,
F. S. SITZSIMONs.

